
Use the Design Positioning feature to match your embroidery 
designs perfectly every time. Start by making the left side  
embroidery (design number 1) in the DESIGNER™ Royal 
Hoop. Once you´re ready, rehoop, mirror image design side 
to side and use Design Positioning to meet up perfectly! 
Read more about how to use the Design Positioning feature 
on page 8:3 in the DESIGNER RUBY deLuxe™ User’s Guide. 
Once the two larger designs are completed, embroider design 
number 2 centered between them.

To create the beautiful pop-up flowers at the neck line, embroider 
designs number 11,12, and 13 on a layer of organza with an  
underlaying water soluble stabilizer. Using your Embroidery Design 
Editing features, fill up your DESIGNER™ Royal Hoop with as many 
flowers as possible. We managed to squeeze in 4 of each size in 
one hooping. Remember that these flowers are cutwork designs 
and the excess fabric needs to be trimmed away after the first color 
block. Once embroidered, dissolve the stabilizer in lukewarm water. 
Layer the flowers with the largest design on the bottom and the 
smallest on top. Fold the designs into quarters and sew  
off the corner (see illustration). Embroider as many  
flowers as you need. Attach each flower with the  
“sew on button stitch” in the center of each flower.

Tips & Hints on how to embroider the
DESIGNER RUBY deLuxe™ Wedding Dress

When selecting your favorite wedding dress 
pattern, make sure it´s a dress that covers 
your back leaving you a large area to  
position your designs. Make sure the  
zipper will be inserted in the side seam.  
Cut a double layer of tulle for your center 
back piece. When hooping your tulle,  
make sure to tighten your fabric as much 
as possible to ensure beautiful embroidery 
results! To keep the fabric layers from  
moving, cut a frame from any wool fabric 
and hoop your tulle together with it!

1 Thanks to the HUSQVARNA VIKING® deLuxe™  
Stitch System you can embroider with challenging  
specialty threads and get a wonderful result! The 
DESIGNER RUBY deLuxe™ Wedding Dress is  
embroidered with different kinds of embroidery 
threads, such as rayon, metallic and sliver thread 
on top of two layers of tulle. 
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